
least, has shown. If any further evidence is needed, the
writer may be allowed to introduce his personal experience
at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, of Chicago. Last
year twelve hours a week of laboratory work was added to
the two junior years. At first the students complained. A
few rebelled. They were held firmly to their work and at
the end of the year all dissatisfaction was gone and a new

spirit, the scientific spirit, pervaded these classes.
The expense of laboratory teaching has been urged to bar
it out of our schools. It is a fact that laboratory work is
expensive. The proper housing of the laboratories cannot be
much short, for the average class, of $500.00 each. Thus the
laboratories for a school of one hundred students ought to
cost not far from $50,000.00. This is in addition to lecture
rooms and clinical facilities. The equipment would be a
variable quantity and might be as low as $50.00 per each
student or as high as $200.00. Allowing $600.00 as the capi¬
tal invested, the interest alone on this amount, at six per
cent, would raise the expense to each student $36.00. Add
to this the material consumed and the expense for building,
equipment and material cannot be short of $50.00 for each
student each year. Admitting that the expense of labora¬
tory teaching is great, it is no argument against its adop¬
tion. Students are willing to pay for what they get. Those
schools that offered clinical facilities ten years ago secured
the large classes and the large fees. Those schools that now
offer laboratory instruction will secure an increased atten¬
dance.
The fact that most of the lectures are given in our medi¬

cal schools without financial compensation or for a nominal
salary makes it possible for many medical schools to hobble
along without an income of any size. The adoption of
laboratory instruction means the payment of salaries to
laboratory instructors. There is a feeling among young
medical men that it pays to give a surgical clinic before a
class of students but that there is no return for eight or ten
hours laboratory work each week before the same class.
The writer believes that this is a mistake. It is a fact that
laboratory work requires more time and study on the part
of the teacher than any other form of teaching. There are
very few men in medicine to-day who can properly conduct
a laboratory exercise. But for the capable it will pay.
The loose manner in which the business of many of our

medical schools has been conducted would be disastrous if
they had large laboratories. Like the factory, the laboratory
must have an accurate and centralized government, a sim¬
ple and rapid system of book-keeping and the most con¬
scientious scholastic supervision.
The results, in the productions of scientific medical men,

by the introduction of proper methods of medical study,
almost any experienced educator would bewilling to predict.
The quality of medical culture will be increased. The medi¬
cal schools will attract a larger proportion of college bred
men. The lecturers will cease to cram their students with
the pap which has so long been doled out to them and the
scientific spirit will permeate the post-mortem room and the
clinical amphitheatre, and last of all the pages of our medi¬
cal literature will cease to be disgraced by pages worthy the
age of witchcraft.

To the Editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association:
To answer the many inquiries of the gentlemen who were

present at the operations at Harper Hospital, during the
late meeting of the Association, I wish to state that all
cases of laparotomy recovered. In the first difficult case of
Dr. Joseph Price, of Philadelphia, where he predicted that a
fecal fistula might develop, this actually took place, but bykeeping in the glass drainage tube for three days and

then substituting the rubber tube and also by keeping
the tract perfectly aseptic with hydrogen peroxide and
covering the wound with bi-chloride gauze, the fistula grad-
ually closed up,in the course of threeweeks,and the patient
is now about, walking, riding, etc.
The second case where a hole was made in the intestines,

which had to be sewed, made a rapid and uneventful
recovery.
The case operated upon by Dr. Ross, of Toronto, with the

most firm and extensive adhesions recovered rapidly, and
left the hospital just two weeks after the operation.
The case operated upon by Dr. H. W. Longyear, of this,

city, also recovered, union throughout by first intention.
My four cases also recovered without any bad symptoms..

This includes the last very difficult case of vaginal hyster¬
ectomy. For cervical cancer, the woman being ten weeks,
pregnant, the clamps were removed in forty hours ; with
difficulty the woman was kept in bed until the eighth day,,
on the tenth day she walked about, and on the twelfth day
when I arrived at the hospital I was told that the woman
had gone home, one hundred and fifty miles from here, say¬
ing she was homesick and was now perfectly well. I
received a letter yesterday from there stating that she was.
apparently perfectly healthy. Yours truly,
Detroit. July 16, 1892, Dr. J. H. Carstens.

The New York Medical Journal and the Amer-
ican Medical Association.

A lengthy comment appears in the editorial columns of the
New York Medical Journal, upon the affairs of the American
Medical Association. To the reader, who has kept a close
eye on the editorial columns of this journal, the present
article is no surprise; from the fact that it is patent to the
most casual observer, that there are a few members of our
profession who regard the American Medical Association in
the light of the old Romans, who were bound that Carthage
should be destroyed.
What appears to give the editor a large scope for finding

fault is the report of the committee on the Section on Der-
matology which appeared in the Journal of the Association
I mention, and which the editor of the New York Journal
comments on as follows:
"It does not seem that the committee struck the keynote

of the trouble. Verily the medical profession has progressed
since the organization of the American Medical Association,
and features of that day and generation are not matters of
overwhelming interest to-day. As long as the Association
devotes as much of its time to the discussion of ethics, car¬
rying it on in such a manner that the report reads: ' The
excitement was so intense and the discussions so heated
that we deem it prudent to omit them,' so long will the
more prominent members of the American medical profes¬
sion refrain from attending the meetings."
It is well that the reader takes particular note of the last

two lines, from the fact that it is generally supposed that
the American Medical Association contains a large propor¬
tion of the prominent members of the profession, excepting-
the editor of the New York Medical Journal.
The following paragraph brings prominently into view the

professional patriotism of the editor of the New York Jour-
nal, which if it were true, nobody would find fault with.
"Contrast the program for the coming meeting of the Brit¬

ish Medical Association with that of the recent meeting of
our Association ! And not only for this, but for many more-
years has the former been infinitely better. It works scien¬
tifically ; ethical discussions are as alien to it as they are
within a first class scientific organization of any sort."
Two years ago, the writer attended a meeting of the Brit-
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ish Medical Association, and knows from personal observa¬
tion that the above statement is not true in every particu¬
lar. He was afterwards informed while in London, that it
was a certain Birmingham doctor's "show" and that the ani¬
mals were not all well trained.
Permit me to quote the last paragraph in the editorial,

because it points out the animus of the whole article.
"Insistence upon discussions has resulted in the organiza¬

tion of the various special societies and of the triennial
meeting of a general congress of all these societies. Some
day the American Medical Association will realize that
tomes on ethics will not be looked upon as its legitimate
work ; and we hope this awakening will not come too late to
enable the Association to regain the ground it has lost."
It will be readily perceived that this article written by the

editor of the Neu· York Medical Journal was not presented to
its professional readers in the interest of the American Med¬
ical Association, but on the other hand for the benefit of the
special societies, which do not have a place within their
organizations for the general practitioner ; neither do these
organizations have any sympathy with him, only when he
supplies them material, as the jackal does the lion.
There is no organization from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

from the river St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, but the
American Medical Association, where the general practi¬
tioner can make himself at home, can discuss medical ques¬
tions with, and receive information from the best medical
talent in this broad land. The founder, Dr. N. S. Davis, of
this great American Medical Association will live in the
minds of the profession, when its would be destroyers have
long since been forgotten.
Tecumseh, Mich., July 15, 1892.

J. F. Jenkins, M.D.

A Necessary Correction.
Southern Surgical and Gynecological Transactions, Vol.

IV, page 163.\p=m-\"Dr. George A. Baxter, Chattanooga, Tenn.:
I declare myself positively in favor of early operation in

these cases, but I want to relate a case such as will be, and
is used against it. A gun specially loaded for the object
was discharged at a distance of less than twenty feet, and
one negro had shot another in the back, seventeen balls by
actual count entering the right kidney. One of them was

detected underneath the skin, further around to the right
side; and one, evidently striking some portion of the spinal
column, was detected in the clothes. Fifteen balls, however,
could not be found by those gentlemen first having the case
in charge. The man came under my care six days after the
injury, with no indication of peritonitis; but he had at that
time an enormously enlarged liver and stomach. He had
had h\l=ae\moptysismore or less since his injury, and the
symptom that brought me into the case was hiccough,
which lasted six days. Now, gentlemen, I did not probe for
these balls. I did not operate, since what mischief was to
accrue had done so already, and an operation could accom¬

plish nothing at that late date. The negro had, however,
I am persuaded, perforation of stomach, liver, and dia¬
phragm. That negro got well, and is a perfectly well man
to-day after two months' sickness. At no time had he a tem¬
perature above 100)^°. He had had constant vomiting of bile
for nearly three weeks, and he had a little discharge of
blood occasionally for a month from his stomach. The hic¬
cough gradually subsided only after six days. These are
the kind of cases that will be urged against operative inter¬
ference, etc."
Above is quoted a case reported by me in the last meeting

of the Southern Surgical and Gynecological Society, in the
course of debate, which from slight error in the report over¬
looked by me in the proofs, perverts my meaning so grossly

as to make the case ridiculous, as well as rob it, by seeming
exaggeration, of the scientific interest. I therefore call
attention to it in Tue Journal previous to a contemplated
correction before the Society, which does not meet until
next November, for the satisfaction of several excellent
surgeons who desire the real case, remarkable enough in its
entirety, without the semblance of exaggeration. The sen¬
tence, "A gun specially loaded for the object, was discharged
at a distance of less than twenty feet, and one negro had
shot another in the back, seventeen balls by actual count
entering the right kidney," should read "the region of the
right kidney." That this was so intended is evidenced by the
next sentence which says, "One of them was detected under¬
neath the skin further around to the right side," and "one
striking the spinal column, was detected in the clothes,"
which could not possibly have been the oase if they all (17)
had entered the kidney.Having explained myself on this point, I am prepared to
go further now and explain more fully than this report
gives, a case which seems to have attracted a good deal of
attention, the facts I desire to add making more plain myprobable, not positive, diagnosis of liver, stomach, and dia¬
phragm injury or perforation.
The negro had for the space of about three weeks, frequentdaily vomiting of bile, this mixed occasionally with slightquantity of blood for first few days, as reported by him. Hehad an enormously distended liver, resulting in an abscess

which pointed high up in front, which abscess was openedby me in the presence of Dr. H. Berlin,of this city, and from
which was discharged pus and bile. No ball, however, was
found. Is not this sufficient data for the probable diagnosisof perforation of liver by one or more of the lost fifteen
balls? He had distinctly diagnosed, not by me alone, butby others who saw the case, also a greatly enlarged stomach,with almost constant vomiting, generally of bilious matter,
but by his own report, mixed with blood for a few days. This
last I did not see as he came under my charge on the sixth
day—but in addition thereto, blood by rectum, which I did
see and which was also seen by Dr. Berlin. Upon this data
am I not right in diagnosing a probable perforation of the
stomach by the same or another of the lost fifteen balls?
Now for the probable perforation of the diaphragm. I havestated that the symptom that called me into the case was

hiccough, which lasted six days, gradually subsiding. It is
true that here there are other reasons and forces to account
for this symptom besides injury or perforation, but consid¬ering its persistent character, the fact that the direction of
the balls were known, both by the one which still remained
under the skin higher up and to the right side, and the
stomach and liver symptoms, both of which pointed stronglyto perforation, and the further fact, which has not been
before stated, except in a report to our local society, thatthe negro was running in a more or less stooped condition,making positive the direction of the balls inward and
upward ; and the almost certainty, as it seemed to me thattwo of the balls had entered the abdominal cavity, to injurethe liver and stomach, made the probable diagnosis of
injury or perforation of fhe diaphragm the most probableand easiest explanation of the hiccough. This was all that
was claimed, all that could be claimed short of the dissect¬
ing table.The low temperature throughout this case is a positiveobservation. What it was before the sixth day I am unableto say or find out, for the gentleman who had charge of the
case until that time kept no record, but after the sixth dayit never exceeded 100*4,°, notwithstanding a probable per¬foration of the liver with formation of abscess of the stom¬
ach, with bloody vomit and bloody discharges, and not¬
withstanding a hiccough that lasted six days. The tests weremade with a well proven Hicks' thermometer. This man
was seen during his illness by Drs. Boyd, Ellis, Holtzclaw,Berlin, Rathwell and Cobleigh, and was afterwards pre¬sented to the local society with his full history, for examin¬ation, and the same probable diagnosis given, and any one ofthem are sufficiently familiar with the case to certify to thecorrectness of the statement given. This explanation isgiven in full for the benefit of several worthy gentlemenwho have seemed particularly interested in the case, and Ibelieve all points are elucidated upon which inquiry hasbeen made. I would not have obtruded it again unon thepublic otherwise.
Chattanooga, Tenn., July 7, 1892.

G. A. Baxter, M.D.
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